WEBVTT
NOTE recognizability 0.941
dd48ac51-e819-4e06-a5e5-d8156462c0a3
00:00:12.200 --> 00:00:16.700
Hello, I'm Rob Harvey and I serve as

Executive Director of Orality

dff8b368-c8f8-49ca-8433-2d43b88fcd09
00:00:16.700 --> 00:00:20.630
Nexus. Today, I'm going to work to provide you
7bccc3fb-74cb-4a66-bdfe-f9e982da8c58
00:00:20.630 --> 00:00:25.280
some tools and resources so that you can better develop your strategy
7a5a2831-bdbd-4fd2-b4c8-d8005b1ac657
00:00:25.280 --> 00:00:29.860
in your programs and more effectively collaborate on projects,
ce14419d-d92f-4cb4-bddf-c4eec3177627
00:00:29.860 --> 00:00:34.430
products and partnerships.
18fb6773-dbb7-42ea-8da2-e2b2e79fc04e
00:00:34.430 --> 00:00:36.140
We want Effective Partnerships.
36d808e9-5f29-4043-8ce0-e628b0a66755
00:00:37.250 --> 00:00:39.200
Here you can see a list of sixteen
f1c7a99c-7320-40a0-8c16-42502f5c8b31
00:00:39.200 --> 00:00:43.840
key components to effective partnership has been compiled. We provided
you
1e7708eb-66c6-43cd-8e29-3d79741e4424
00:00:43.840 --> 00:00:50.470
a link to the full article citing this work. Let's look at the first
three:
dc468d98-899f-49f1-952d-c7d1be79172e
00:00:50.470 --> 00:00:52.930
One, Effective Partnerships are
33308a0a-d050-4c00-962c-87b6ae0fe9a2
00:00:52.930 --> 00:00:57.910
built on trust, openness, and mutual concern. Partnerships are

46e23170-4f14-4a83-9492-511eb838a116
00:00:57.910 --> 00:01:02.160
more than coordination, planning, strategies, and tactics.
ec21ea95-a104-4cb0-86ba-6812e17cfbb2
00:01:02.160 --> 00:01:08.710
After all, the heart of the Gospel, is restored relationships.
0f51c1fa-f783-4287-99ce-fe2f70f7ae78
00:01:08.710 --> 00:01:13.270
Two, lasting partnerships require a dedicated facilitator
7c078030-941f-4852-8404-e8b2490f0386
00:01:13.270 --> 00:01:17.500
or coordinator. This honest broker is a prophet,
793cc2f4-bdfb-4cde-86b9-c1dd20ad0f63
00:01:17.500 --> 00:01:24.200
servant, and resource person who serves the entire partnership.
67613998-8d78-4af5-aefd-5c347e35150f
00:01:24.200 --> 00:01:27.560
Three, Effective partnerships have a champion
433e1f0b-0b41-4ed0-b3c7-93716a5dc529
00:01:27.560 --> 00:01:32.020
inside every partner ministry who readily recognizes that
6edd9e93-6dae-47bc-b481-aba7f87fde0f
00:01:32.020 --> 00:01:35.640
their individual agency benefits from active cooperation.
f0e79022-6526-44ff-9a2b-342f1bc3ff3a
00:01:36.910 --> 00:01:41.110
This champion provides clarity and buyin for their colleagues and
a1b4cfab-2588-4c68-8a54-db12bf3b0b33
00:01:41.110 --> 00:01:45.500
they also know how to keep the partnership focused on the big wins.
6e3e4603-61b8-4594-9066-5c115662c605
00:01:45.500 --> 00:01:50.710
That the partnership uniquely provides their agency your team.
94d73be6-dd47-46e5-b137-c177cc11f276
00:01:50.710 --> 00:01:54.920
Also, be sure to check out the other thirteen components listed
efc1d2c1-d769-4b84-a02b-94e84caa8df7
00:01:54.920 --> 00:01:57.370

in the article and if you're not familiar
52a66bdc-22a5-4f6e-99a0-88203e119a39
00:01:57.370 --> 00:02:03.090
with Synergy Commons, I highly recommend this resource to you. You'll
find
0437b16a-ac0b-4132-8122-394fd1563c30
00:02:03.090 --> 00:02:07.560
there a free self-paced course for building effective mission
37a2e4a9-db59-4634-aac4-5e19dea6b40f
00:02:07.560 --> 00:02:14.250
networks. Much of what I'm sharing today can be traced back to this
resource.
f0123f45-2687-4f27-ae8f-3a9bdc483f03
00:02:14.250 --> 00:02:17.120
Recently when working with a group of Christian
dd6bbfa4-9f1d-469f-a642-9646968e534e
00:02:17.120 --> 00:02:18.640
Relief Development agencies,
b1a53b04-e181-4f9b-9e00-9955f4f888e0
00:02:19.730 --> 00:02:22.530
we encountered many challenges towards our direct partnerships.
89e785f7-56fc-4167-97fc-446b4764b90c
00:02:23.790 --> 00:02:27.410
We worked together to integrate the proclamation of the Good News
e8196f8e-093c-496c-8938-b7a067330569
00:02:27.410 --> 00:02:30.640
of the Gospel into our Compassion Ministries.
96db3f17-872e-489a-927f-af4f4f190986
00:02:31.700 --> 00:02:36.540
Spanning in about twenty-two countries and in our partnership, we
continue to serve those local
b4cf7e42-7e7f-48dc-9805-626a9721aeaa
00:02:36.540 --> 00:02:43.170
churches throughout Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean.
b8994bfe-409b-437e-99d4-009de8828210
00:02:43.170 --> 00:02:46.090
As we began to develop this initiative, we need
8f1ffcc5-9062-4501-8fdb-912b9791e7c4

00:02:46.090 --> 00:02:48.700
to take time to identify those
c376adc6-a6cd-4a3a-85d2-76a123fa6e2d
00:02:48.700 --> 00:02:53.450
who were knowledgeable, influential and already involved in the
challenge.
f8f6a918-a012-48b6-8479-eacf9aa913e5
00:02:53.450 --> 00:02:55.380
You may be familiar with tools like
4c6f9a9d-bd11-4c8a-924e-1f284778cd0c
00:02:55.380 --> 00:03:00.150
Appreciative Inquiry and Asset-Based Community Development which help
us to serve
c4df8b19-092c-4dbf-9942-a64a55d2f373
00:03:00.150 --> 00:03:05.110
and assist our brothers and sisters already strategically engaged
edbb6bdd-b2c5-44a2-801d-df783b77c480
00:03:05.110 --> 00:03:10.980
as indigenous leaders. Right now, I'm consulting on a project in
Nepal,
fbd07eda-b631-4c7e-8cfc-3d67a12b21a9
00:03:10.980 --> 00:03:15.880
in my portion of this collaboration is bringing in Scripture,
51e20264-f437-4d97-99f6-81a1ea31319a
00:03:15.880 --> 00:03:20.120
Orality's best practices and practitioners in prayer
40bb173e-a36c-4557-8786-0534e08f1aee
00:03:20.120 --> 00:03:24.410
into a cohesive integrated strategy. To be
008bfaad-0021-4566-9e0d-bcdbc156022f
00:03:24.410 --> 00:03:29.570
an effective and an enduring partnership, we must recognize that
1d29d566-66dd-4a1a-a51d-7d159ecc2c17
00:03:29.570 --> 00:03:35.150
partnerships like these are process not an event.
2fbfb77a-82f9-4a84-a88e-e68bb29da38c
00:03:35.150 --> 00:03:41.760
We must remember vision casting from talking heads alone is not
enough.

f9bcf87a-82b7-42d9-b4e9-a90458826d35
00:03:41.760 --> 00:03:45.370
Too often, when all is said and done,
e0a8a1b1-e69e-4f58-82c9-cc7863a110b3
00:03:45.370 --> 00:03:47.920
there is more said than done.
798f2437-ca16-4355-be45-a53b0e1a726b
00:03:47.920 --> 00:03:50.150
Cultures that
e230a490-1b06-4dbd-997c-882d5a73da07
00:03:50.150 --> 00:03:51.010
we need to
cb71efb1-c85f-43e6-a26c-b8a768cd8b45
00:03:51.010 --> 00:03:55.280
involve every stake holder in the partnership participation
b8fe9c5d-183c-415d-9a81-fc64a55a4552
00:03:55.280 --> 00:03:58.750
in the process is key to the shared ownership.
6333616b-6e34-4c82-a761-95893bd7a03a
00:03:59.920 --> 00:04:03.040
Good partnerships spur action and yield good
ed9e12ab-8cef-4ad8-aeb0-c3d50439738b
00:04:03.040 --> 00:04:08.370
fruit. For instance so far, in our Nepal Alliance, we are coordinating
the
48c27630-b46f-4dc5-8790-91ac0322ee6e
00:04:08.370 --> 00:04:13.370
efforts of a hundred and twenty-eight disciple makers. We've engaged
fifty- seven
211546c2-d324-4ab3-896f-d453af4603ff
00:04:13.370 --> 00:04:18.290
people groups with a combined population of 2.3 Million.
c488e857-3851-4b0f-a051-58ead74d7408
00:04:18.290 --> 00:04:22.020
We have presented the Gospel to more than eighty thousand people.
489a8600-9fe1-4d5f-8f6e-75588700fc4b
00:04:22.020 --> 00:04:26.300
Fourteen thousand have responded with their profession

13633ef8-b381-439e-99c3-397c86a0abc3
00:04:26.300 --> 00:04:34.480
of faith. Four hundred and sixty three groups and house churches have
been planted.
f4352e8e-cbc1-49c8-989d-a2ef89592444
00:04:34.480 --> 00:04:39.340
Anyone who's attempted to a big plan like this, knows that they often
fail.
16e9b483-d551-416f-9239-08a6a84eb905
00:04:39.340 --> 00:04:43.750
One way to guard against this, is to identify key elements
35b576f6-c3ed-48c1-9b5d-3659454d5691
00:04:43.750 --> 00:04:48.570
for the strategy and prioritize them. And as we focus on the early
8db8ee8d-4f37-4a28-8aaf-35e559cf90d7
00:04:48.570 --> 00:04:51.460
wins, we build confidence and momentum.
01cf8a6c-aa8c-4b04-81fd-b7392d034c59
00:04:52.570 --> 00:04:55.250
In this alliance, Bible translators
58e52345-6b5a-423f-8328-471c70f81f86
00:04:55.250 --> 00:05:00.470
are champion essential Scripture projects. Orality practitioners are
4a4db377-aad0-4340-8576-8029a354bd5f
00:05:00.470 --> 00:05:04.830
supplying the needed research and education, and prayer strategists
are
a5d3b4a0-905a-411e-8ff4-0f2b79a837ee
00:05:04.830 --> 00:05:09.720
providing the critical coverage and informing our next steps. This is
581be890-04fa-4486-97cf-55f2ad0ed028
00:05:09.720 --> 00:05:15.320
an all-hands-on-deck approach which is vital to our success.
9a427b29-770d-4994-837b-51355752f9fa
00:05:15.320 --> 00:05:19.170
Collaborative networks do not spring to life spontaneously.
ca3b8bbe-050c-43a9-a11b-34ac6fa49065
00:05:20.200 --> 00:05:25.200

You will need a dedicated coordinator to facilitate the day-to-day
operations of your network.
21de0b0c-e13c-4bbf-9fc9-7653b5792264
00:05:26.500 --> 00:05:28.090
For example,
4436fdf8-a741-44ad-aaa5-75b7c67fb7a2
00:05:28.090 --> 00:05:32.760
another initiative I'm working on now is focused on Unreached People
Groups in
effe4773-fde6-4622-8881-45a77fd6e44e
00:05:32.760 --> 00:05:37.480
the Middle East and North Africa. Our structure is lean.
04b74178-dae1-443f-ad05-7f2e9916506f
00:05:37.480 --> 00:05:42.310
We're keeping it as simple as possible. This lean structure exists
6cb48d9c-0578-4708-b951-3bb8fad18c4b
00:05:42.310 --> 00:05:47.680
to serve the lead partners and future contributing partners. Early on,
we
0294ae97-9a70-4683-a973-3205b779201f
00:05:47.680 --> 00:05:52.250
only needed a small coordinated team eventually we added some working
groups
8d1f4ddf-5bc8-4ec7-856d-e652dab8b9da
00:05:52.250 --> 00:05:57.080
and task force to deal with specific elements of our strategy.
ab471237-360f-466d-aa92-2ffb48f86ee4
00:05:57.080 --> 00:06:01.960
Our structures facilitated in a way that ensures everyone is clear
about objectives, time
bc33fcdd-9dc8-4d4c-821b-4c16c8d7a4cf
00:06:01.960 --> 00:06:06.730
tables, responsibilities, and communications. This is critical to the
e0361aff-ee18-48c9-b90a-e05bb82421bd
00:06:06.730 --> 00:06:12.590
operationalization of the vision. Another example of a work in
alliance
b48edaf4-a93c-4c19-984e-a1692109f80e
00:06:12.590 --> 00:06:15.520

brought from the routing movement is OneStory.
278ac31f-a4fb-4041-89dc-28cdab87a5ea
00:06:16.830 --> 00:06:21.670
As you may know, the majority of the world's Unreached People Groups
are made up
6dd56b3d-4767-424a-89af-b708b0f66c78
00:06:21.670 --> 00:06:25.560
of oral preference learners who often have no written language
56cbf700-83a2-4df1-be04-b9e1c6f365c0
00:06:25.560 --> 00:06:30.520
of their own. In order to reach them, the OneStory alliance members
b734076a-3a59-4e74-a34d-c0465c38905e
00:06:30.520 --> 00:06:35.930
worked together with mother-tongue speakers to develop and record
worldview61679f08-8248-4fd2-8576-31e4de0e9bf2
00:06:35.930 --> 00:06:40.910
sensitive chronological Bible "story sets" for each specific
b73692f8-a8e2-4227-bd9e-a50c4c4889ae
00:06:40.910 --> 00:06:45.350
group. These story sets can be the first step towards an
9aba81eb-d640-43d7-befd-070127e49c1b
00:06:45.350 --> 00:06:49.930
oral Bible or traditional written translation or another media
3d8268de-60ac-4838-a523-94d4b81c0909
00:06:49.930 --> 00:06:55.370
product like the Jesus Film, or The Hope video. As an alliance, each
ff21be17-7df0-418a-9f5a-a719db6b028c
00:06:55.370 --> 00:07:00.260
partner is clear about its individual contribution to objectives,
c1531e22-09c1-44a1-aa7e-2d16bddb4614
00:07:00.260 --> 00:07:03.720
timetables, responsibilities, and communications.
a907ebcb-9e02-4d46-a6f4-f4994f296b60
00:07:03.720 --> 00:07:04.220
Of course,
740b511b-c8b3-4a5e-8f97-a2be9bc04def
00:07:05.660 --> 00:07:08.250

Orality is much more than these story sets.
c10a8af2-534f-4298-b56f-a0f2c727b24e
00:07:08.250 --> 00:07:12.810
For example, in Ethiopia, another partnership has completed a
successful
4e1fa5bb-932a-4537-80a2-fa9ea00e35d3
00:07:12.810 --> 00:07:19.010
pilot for a program providing trauma healing through Scripture
engagement.
51889370-3e4d-4690-a723-868ee7dd4ebe
00:07:19.010 --> 00:07:21.570
This initiative is showing great promise of
5d805fdd-81b5-4649-ba90-993d681e745c
00:07:21.570 --> 00:07:27.110
scalability which is good fruit of a Network Mindset. And this
a9d93c25-864e-4567-a50e-55025da35a49
00:07:27.110 --> 00:07:30.280
ministry, small groups of four to six gather in
ac2d47ab-860c-4e9d-8990-aaec34dc225a
00:07:30.280 --> 00:07:35.040
a safe environment with others who have also experienced their own
hurts.
68932973-0041-466a-8548-8d3317e0c094
00:07:35.040 --> 00:07:39.380
In these groups, people experience community, and their stories
ee840594-937d-4a86-b2ea-21e0115a8c7f
00:07:39.380 --> 00:07:41.910
are woven together with the Scripture.
5c30bafa-e0f2-42c2-a292-4bf1a8131743
00:07:41.910 --> 00:07:45.730
Participants move from denial or anger and beyond
dcda445b-79a8-4ba1-9b1a-29a8eee1ee76
00:07:45.730 --> 00:07:51.160
hopelessness to new beginnings. As this ministry moves into
operational
e6a1c4bb-2bc3-4008-96da-ed2338f51281
00:07:51.160 --> 00:07:54.580
phase, it will require us to develop greater capacity.

c0ecc954-be25-48e4-b348-e825ccb6c08e
00:07:55.680 --> 00:07:58.960
This will allow us to better organize our action,
563a01f4-1f7a-403b-ab91-8899a2d7f000
00:07:58.960 --> 00:08:05.300
and take tangible progress towards our goals which we can better
measure and report on.
88a70e48-c052-45c4-9f7a-4c06edcdf304
00:08:05.300 --> 00:08:10.090
As an initiative operating through a connective network, we must guard
against a
464a76de-38a0-45e1-80c2-f4c54cbeb305
00:08:10.090 --> 00:08:15.800
silo'd Organizational Mindset. We simply cannot run a partnership
65b1dc3a-63dc-455d-bba8-d67aeabb0783
00:08:15.800 --> 00:08:19.560
or network like we run an organization. We cannot
cec72d43-06df-49e5-86a8-3ab14d6bbb1e
00:08:19.560 --> 00:08:24.290
rely on hierarchies because effective partnerships and networks
b3f7d699-63ce-4b97-b5fc-f106ff9036cb
00:08:24.290 --> 00:08:30.270
work through dialogue not dictates. As a network, we move
c9c3bd54-498e-4a9c-88e8-42059455454b
00:08:30.270 --> 00:08:35.170
at the speed of trust so we finished today where we began.
6cc0f24d-cd02-46a7-973e-2fb8cb7e141a
00:08:35.170 --> 00:08:39.470
Trusting relationships are the core of affective networks
29a70cae-d498-4193-8898-af2f54d435ea
00:08:39.470 --> 00:08:45.230
just as restored relationships are at the heart of the gospel.
6d707083-3e49-48ca-b351-89d97f66fedc
00:08:45.230 --> 00:08:47.550
Partnerships are tough.
61be51b1-7624-4279-9e37-c8581826b8e1
00:08:47.550 --> 00:08:50.710
And, they take time and money.

1dfa7a37-db76-47d5-b84e-1a01d0d85015
00:08:50.710 --> 00:08:55.270
But they are essential to the accelerating of the fulfillment of the
Great Commission.
858a048a-8957-4870-92c9-618aec0bc9c1
00:08:55.270 --> 00:08:59.780
May we serve together in partnership with the church globally.
3e95ef9a-281e-40fb-80df-185c8630cc32
00:08:59.780 --> 00:09:04.020
Thank you, Missio Nexus for the opportunity to serve today, sharing
some
f4798220-c289-4f61-85a7-1b5c2b2d1d52
00:09:04.020 --> 00:09:09.730
ideas and resources. Fellow members, as you view this, please let
c7ff2ffb-a60f-44b6-a8e0-0e724ee11657
00:09:09.730 --> 00:09:14.040
us know what portions of this presentation were helpful to you;
19233402-2d64-497d-bcec-0f5abc26638a
00:09:14.040 --> 00:09:17.420
what helped you the most; how can we improve;
663e614a-eab3-4bb6-abe6-34705556d6cf
00:09:17.420 --> 00:09:20.890
what future resources you might like to see?
cc694da5-6b97-4cb3-9089-d0d3b152358a
00:09:20.890 --> 00:09:22.780
May God bless the leadership of Missio
a3e0ddea-44cb-4340-83ba-fa125a90a468
00:09:22.780 --> 00:09:27.600
Nexus and every member watching this video as you advance the
effectiveness
72490306-9a05-40b8-825e-fe43e16b43ef
00:09:27.600 --> 00:09:34.870
of the Great Commission community in North America and global mission.
Thank you.

